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NEARLY ZERO: OFFICE BUILDINGS
PART OF THE STUDENT COMPETITION “NEARLY ZERO” SUPPORTED BY ARE

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY!
GUIDED TOUR TO THE
EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK IN FRANKFURT, GERMANY
WITH PROF. FRANK STEPPNER (UNI KASSEL), PROF. BRIAN CODY
TUE, MARCH 12 :: WED, MARCH 13

EXCURSION TO VIENNA
SYMPOSIUM “SPACE AND EXPERIENCE: ARCHITECTURE FOR BETTER LIVING”, INTRODUCTION BY ARE AND SITE VISIT
THU, MARCH 22 :: FRI, MARCH 23

PRE-REGISTRATION UNTIL:
THU, FEBRUARY 28, 12:00

PROF. BRIAN CODY :: ALEXANDER EBERL :: ALEXANDRU DAN

ELECTIVE COURSES:
159.802 COMPUTER SIMULATION :: CHRISTIANE WERMKE
159.804 ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL SCIENCE :: SEBASTIAN SAUTTER